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Set clear logical / natural consequence 
for anticipated negative behavior

 Natural consequences are defined as consequences that result without any additional 
interference from an authority figure (e.g., shoes are left out in the rain –  wears wet shoes).  

 Logical consequences are defined as consequences that are created by an adult but that 
logically relate to the behavior (e.g., a put down – child must give three put ups). 



Examples of Natural / Logical 
Consequences

BEHAVIOR
Put downs

Won’t clean dishes

Curses

Continually annoys others 

Displays unsafe behavior

Walks away w/o permission

Poor table manners

Inappropriate impulsive behavior

CONSEQUENCE
Three ups

Won’t get to eat cooked food

Come up with 3 Alternatives

Separate from others

Removed from activity

Shadows adult / Create contract.

Eats alone

REDIRECT if possible



Establishing Consequences
 Consider establishing consequences in advance

 Frame consequences in the positive, not only negative

 Never threaten consequences you aren’t prepared to follow through with

 Never abuse a consequence

 Be Consistently Consistent!!!!!!!!!



Utilize role playing to communicate / 
reinforce a specific behavior

Reinforcement of 
Desired Behavior

Practice / 
Role Play

Practice / 
Role Play

Practice / 
Role Play



Analyze  behavior  as:  attention 
seeking, impulsive or defiance

 If impulsivity, then use cues, redirection 
or do nothing / ignore

 If non-compliance, then use logical or 
natural consequences

 Using consequences
◦ Encourage your child to help come 

up with the consequence

 Consequences vs  Punishment



Set clear, attainable goals and evaluate 
progress regularly.  Celebrate 

progress!!
Channel Stephen Covey’s principles

   - Begin with the end in mind

   - Keep the “main thing” the main thing

   - “Put First things first” / Schedule your priorities

Make “SMART” Goals

- Specific

- Measurable

- Attainable

- Relevant

- Time Based



Ensure timely administration of 
medications

 Create reminders

 Involve your child

 Consider PRN if necessary

 Treat certain supplements like medication

 Routine, Routine, Routine



Use contracting
State the goal / outcome of the contract

Indicate triggers for misbehavior

Provide a solution to overcome each challenge listed

List both positive and negative consequences for achieving or failing to achieve the desired 
outcome



Have your child identify environmental 
factors which trigger inappropriate behavior



Use time-out as necessary
 Give a precision Command
 If compliant, give child token
 If not compliant: restate with countdown and stated 
consequence, ex: timeout 
 If not compliant, place child in timeout
 After timeout repeat command & process
 If compliant, do not reward child with token
 If child will not comply to timeout, no privileges until 
timeout has occurred.
 Withhold timeout for 30 minutes if necessary



Anticipate transition issues



Encourage use of “I” statements
I am ____________________ , because

of ____________________ .

I want / need ____________________ .

Next time, I will ___________________.



Involve your child in determining 
consequences

Involve child in the process of setting guidelines, choosing goals, 
determining limits, & establishing consequences

Give them choices

  Choices  
  Decision-Making 

Problem-Solving

  Choices      Empowerment  Investment



Redirect your child when you sense 
escalating frustrating, aggressive behavior

 Redirect with a simple touch to the arm followed by a nonverbal cue

 Work together to arrange the code

 Practice using it

 The more novel the cue the more effective it will be

 Goofy



Differentiate between disapproval of 
misbehavior and appreciation for your 

child’s self-worth
 Avoided saying “I’m so disappointed with you”

 Be clear – “ I love you, I didn’t love this choice”

 Use opportunities to focus on your appreciation of your child

 Be specific

 Avoid “Shoulding” on your child



Never take misbehavior personally



Key on individual interests and 
strengths

Creativity Imagination Artistic ability Observation skills

Sensitive Visionary Musical ability Service oriented

Tenacious Resilient Athletic ability Sense of humor

Daring Individualist Risk taker Mechanical ability

Intuitive SpontaneousStrong willedMulti-taskability

Compassion Passion Calculating Divergent thinking

Inventiveness Vigorous Quick wit Adaptable

Flexible Inspiring Caring spirit High energy



Allow your child to take time to 
themselves when they feel it is 

necessary



Offer several options when discussing 
consequences



Require three positive things (put ups) for 
every “killer statement” (put down)

Put 
Up

Put 
Up

Put 
Up

Put 
Down



Have a child negotiate a conflict until they 
agree on what happened and an 

appropriate consequence 
 Utilize Rick Lavoie’s Social Autopsy

 Peel back the layers until you get to the core

 Climb the Accountability Ladder

 What, so what, now what

 Encourage the use of “I” Statements



Reinforce verbal praise with a 
handshake, pat on back, hug, etc.


